Accessories

Fitting selectors
Identifying the correct fitting is made easy with ABB fitting selectors. Whether for use with power, instrumentation or data transmission cables, simply align the selector with the cable brand, voltage and gauge being used and the appropriate Star Teck fitting catalogue numbers are identified in the selector window.

Two selectors are currently available through your local electrical distributor or ABB regional sales office:
- Star Teck (ST) Series and Star Teck XP (STX) series selector
- Star Teck Extreme (STE) series and Star Teck Extreme XP (STEX) series selector

Cat. no. STARTeck REG (blue)
For ST and STX series
Cat. no. STARTeck EXT (red)
For STE and STEX series

Fitting scales
These wrap-around belt scales allow end-users to match cable to fitting on site, quickly and easily. The belts wrap around the circumference of the cable, clearly identifying the appropriate size(s) of fitting to use. The belt also incorporates a strip length gauge that indicates the correct length of armour to expose for proper grounding. The belt scales are available through your local electrical distributor or ABB regional sales office.

Cat. no. STARTeck RULER
Cat. no. 2520 RULER
Cat. no. HLT RULER